Appendix A

Notice of Preparation and Scoping Letters

Town of Corte Madera | The Village at Corte Madera Expansion Project – Draft EIR

Notice of Preparation and Notice of Scoping Meeting
for a Draft Environmental Impact Report for the
Village at Corte Madera Restoration Hardware Expansion Project

TO:

Interested Parties

SUBJECT:

Notice of Preparation and Scoping Meeting for a Draft
Environmental Impact Report for the proposed Village
at Corte Madera Restoration Hardware Expansion
Project

LEAD AGENCY:

Town of Corte Madera

SCOPING COMMENT PERIOD:

October 25, 2016, to November 30, 2016

SCOPING MEETING:

7:00 to 9:00 pm, November 17, 2016
Town Hall Council Chambers
300 Tamalpais Drive
Corte Madera, CA

Corte Madera Village, LLC and Restoration Hardware have, as co-applicants, filed an
application with the Town of Corte Madera for the Village at Corte Madera Restoration
Hardware Expansion project (Project). The Town has determined that an Environmental Impact
Report (EIR) is the appropriate level of environmental review for the Project.
Pursuant to the State of California Public Resources Code and the Guidelines for
Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the Town of Corte Madera
will be the Lead Agency for the preparation of the EIR for the proposed Project (described in
more detail below). The purpose of this Notice of Preparation (NOP) is to solicit guidance from
responsible and trustee agencies and comments from the general public as to the scope and
content of the environmental information to be included in the EIR. This may include
identification of potential impacts that should be studied or mitigation measures that should be
investigated.
Project Location
The Project would be located at 1618 Redwood Highway, at the Village at Corte Madera in
Corte Madera, Marin County. Refer to the attached Figure 1 for the Project Location. The
Project site is surrounded by marshlands to the north and east, commercial retail to the south,
and Highway 101 and a regional shopping center (Town Center) to the west. The Project
improvements would occur within the Village at Corte Madera site and on the gravel lot which is
located northeast of the Nordstrom retail store on the north side of Redwood Highway.

Notice of Preparation
Village at Corte Madera Restoration Hardware Expansion Project

Project Description
The Project includes construction of a new 46,000 square-foot retail store referred to as the
Restoration Hardware Gallery (RH Gallery) within the existing parking lot of the Village at Corte
Madera and improvements to the existing gravel lot on the north side of Redwood Highway.
Refer to the attached Figure 2 for the Site Plan.
Proposed improvements to the existing 5.14-acre gravel lot include paving, lighting,
landscaping, and stormwater facilities. The gravel lot, after improvements, would provide
between 420 and 455 parking spaces. The lot is owned by the Town of Corte Madera. Corte
Madera Village, LLC is proposing to use the gravel lot to accommodate parking for the Project
and has requested the Town of Corte Madera to consider entering into a long-term lease for use
and maintenance of the gravel lot. The proposed improvements to the gravel lot are anticipated
to take four months and would precede development of the shopping center expansion.
The building footprint would be approximately 25,000 square feet. The building would have two
levels, plus an open-air rooftop courtyard surrounding an enclosed scenery loft. The RH Gallery
would include a café space of approximately 5,800 square feet. The roof ridge of the scenery
loft would be approximately 46 feet from the finished grade. Improvements would occur around
the proposed building pad such as utility connections, pathways, landscaping, lighting, and
parking lot configuration. The RH Gallery would be constructed after development of the gravel
lot. Construction of the building and its associated improvements would take approximately 12
to 14 months.
Potential Environmental Effects
The following environmental factors have been identified as potential environmental effects of
the Project and will therefore be evaluated in the EIR:
Aesthetics
Air Quality
Biological Resources
Cultural Resources
Geology and Soils
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Hydrology and Water Quality

Land Use and Planning
Noise
Population and Housing
Public Services
Recreation
Transportation/Traffic
Utilities and Service Systems

The EIR will not include an evaluation of agricultural or forest resources because the Project site
does not include any Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, or
land covered by a Williamson Act contract (Corte Madera General Plan, April 2009). In addition,
the Project site is not zoned for agricultural, forest land, or timberland, nor are there any
agricultural or forest lands within the site (Town of Corte Madera Zoning Ordinance, August
1994).
The EIR will not include an evaluation of Mineral Resources. The proposed Project is located on
an existing developed site that is built upon bay fill. Construction of the project would not result
in the loss of a known mineral resource or availability of a locally-important mineral resource
recovery site as delineated on a land use plan, such as a local general plan or specific plan.
Neither the Town of Corte Madera General Plan (Town of Corte Madera 2009) nor the Marin
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Village at Corte Madera
Restoration Hardware Expansion
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Project Location
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Figure 1

2540 North First Street Suite 102 San Jose California 95131 USA T 1 408 451 9615 F 1 408 451 9665 W www.ghd.com
\\ghdnet\ghd\US\Santa Rosa\Projects\111\11109075 Village Corte Madera Expansion\08-GIS\Maps\Figures\EIR\20161004_Figure_1_Project_Location.mxd
© 2012. Whilst every care has been taken to prepare this map, GHD (and DATA CUSTODIAN) make no representations or warranties about its accuracy, reliability, completeness or suitability for any particular purpose and cannot accept liability
and responsibility of any kind (whether in contract, tort or otherwise) for any expenses, losses, damages and/or costs (including indirect or consequential damage) which are or may be incurred by any party as a result of the map being inaccurate,
incomplete or unsuitable in any way and for any reason.
Data source: Basemap: Quantum Spatial, SFEI, Marin_6in_Mosaic.sid, date unknown. Created by:jeller
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Figure 2
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© 2012. Whilst every care has been taken to prepare this map, GHD (and DATA CUSTODIAN) make no representations or warranties about its accuracy, reliability, completeness or suitability for any particular purpose and cannot accept liability and responsibility of any kind
(whether in contract, tort or otherwise) for any expenses, losses, damages and/or costs (including indirect or consequential damage) which are or may be incurred by any party as a result of the map being inaccurate, incomplete or unsuitable in any way and for any reason.
Data source: Project Information 2016. Created by:jeller

Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Adam Wolff
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 11:48 AM
Phil Boyle
FW: Restoration Hardware Scoping

FYI.
-----Original Message----From: Cheryl Longinotti [mailto:cslonginotti@comcast.net]
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2016 11:44 AM
To: Adam Wolff
Subject: Restoration Hardware Scoping
Adam,
I would like to call attention to several factors which should be considered in the EIR for the Restoration Hardware
project.
First of all, the EIR should evaluate the project impact on Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT), not just traffic volumes and level
of service at intersections. VMT provides a better measure of environmental impact and is likely to be formally
incorporated into CEQA guidelines during the life of the project
(https://www.opr.ca.gov/docs/Revised VMT CEQA Guidelines Proposal January 20 2016.pdf).
Secondly, the project is likely to increase turning conflicts at the entrances to the gravel lot.
a) for Redwood Hwy Path users: The entrances cross the Redwood Hwy multi-user path, which is a major north-south
(CalParkTunnel/Larkspur Ferry to Bayside Corte Madera) and east-west (Bayside Corte Madera to Wornum
Undercrossing/Sandra Marker Trail) connecting route used by school children, commuters, and those seeking recreation.
The impact on safety for path users on foot and on cycles should be evaluated.
b) for people crossing Redwood Hwy, particularly at the gravel lot: Using the gravel lot as permanent parking could
create an ongoing problem similar to what currently exists at Tamalpais/Madera/Sanford and Wornum/Tamal Vista
Blvd. That is, DESPITE stop-control, people crossing frequently experience near-misses from right-turning vehicles.
While not strictly a CEQA issue, the Town and project developers need to evaluate traffic impacts and mitigations within
a broader framework. The Village is a destination originally designed to be reached exclusively by automobiles. It is truly
"at" Corte Madera, not a part of the town's fabric. Safe, comfortable access by foot and by cycle at ALL Redwood Hwy
crossings will make for a livelier place and more interesting shopping experience. Where else can one combine a walk
through an ecological reserve and a shopping trip? And every parking space not used by a local resident is available for a
regional shopper!
Sincerely,
Cheryl Longinotti
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Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Rick Fraites <ricfraites@aol.com>
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 10:24 AM
Phil Boyle
EIR Scoping, Village @ Corte Madera Restortion Hardware Expansion Project
Restoration Hardware EIR Scoping - Nov. 2016.pdf; ATTOOOOl.htm
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COMMUNITY MARIN ACTION COMMITTEE
50 Forrest Road, Novato, CA 94947

November 30, 2016
Phil Boyle, Senior Planner
Planning and Building Department
300 Tamalpais Drive
Corte Madera, CA 94925
Email: pboyle@tcmmail.org
Re: EIR Scoping, Village at Corte Madera Restoration Hardware Expansion Project

Mr. Boyle:
Community Marin Action Committee asks that the EIR for this project include the following:
•

Impacts of sea level rise on the project area, including those predicted in scenarios under
review by the County of Marin in its BayWAVE vulnerability assessment in which Corte Madera
is participating, and how these would be addressed.

•

How runoff from vehicles in the proposed new parking area in the gravel lot will be contained.

•

Impacts on birds and wildlife in the marsh, in particular from vehicle and pedestrian activity,
lighting, and noise in the parking lot.

•

A description of traffic generated by the project, and impacts on the surrounding roadways and
on the broader region. There should be an analysis of cumulative traffic impacts that includes
projected traffic from the not-yet-leased Tam Ridge Residences.

•

Discussion of need for, and impacts of, increased public transit to serve this area (note
Nordstrom recent expansion and future Tam Ridge traffic) as an alternative to more car traffic.

Community Marin Action Committee is an advocacy group supporting policies in the document
Community Marin 2013, published by several leading Marin County environmental organizations.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment.
Yours truly,
(.---,

,-

c:Y�<_j�_;j_
Rick Fraites, chair

Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Michael Wylie <mdwylie@ix.netcom.com>
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 9:01 AM
Phil Boyle
NO PAVING at the CORTE MADERA MARSH

Phil,
We were appalled to hear that Restoration Hardware wants to pave 5+ acres used by
wildlife. This is unacceptable.
Please do NOT approve yet another assault on wildlife.
We are also going to write a letter to the RH CEO indicating we will not purchase any
more of their products if this paving moves forward.
Please stop.
Regards,
Michael and Ann Wylie
Novato, CA
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Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Peggy Burnett <peggy_burnett@yahoo.com>
Thursday, November 17, 2016 8:44 PM
Phil Boyle
Scope of Restoration Hardware Expansion EIR

Thanks for asking for public comments.
I think one thing which should be considered is the effect of paving/developing the
gravel parking lot on the Bay itself. We just approved a $12 parcel tax to restore Bay
wetlands. It seems as if developing the parking lot from gravel to landscaped hardscape
is contrary to efforts to restore marshland around the Bay. At the moment the
perimeter drive around the shopping center separates nature from developed
property. From an aesthetic standpoint I think it is nice to keep it relatively
undeveloped.
I think the geological effect of paving the area and causing more rain runoff should also
be considered.
The effect of traffic in the area including along Redwood Highway (especially at the
Wornum Drive intersection and the entrance to the shopping area with the Trader Joe's)
and along Paradise Drive needs to be considered. It's already so dicey turning south
when exiting Trader Joe's that I always drive down to Industrial Way and turn around
there so that I can turn with a signal to go south on Redwood Highway.
It's also very difficult for pedestrians and bicyclists going East on Tamalpais to cross
over 101. Pedestrian access to the bus stop there is also tricky. That should be part of
the traffic study, too.
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Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

nickjavaras <dealdawg@sbcglobal.net>
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 9:21 AM
Phil Boyle
Carla Condon; Michael Lappert; Sloan Bailey; James Andrews; Diane Furst
Restoration Hardware

To: Phil Boyle
From: Nick Javaras: 315 Willow Ave., Corte Madera
Re: Restoration hardware
Phil, I want to give you one big reason why Restoration Hardware should not to located in its current proposed footprint.
But first I need to provide you with my credibility and why you should take my opinion into account. I was President and
co-founder of Terranomics Retail Real Estate Company, originally headquartered in Corte Madera but for 25 years in San
Francisco. Some of our projects in Marin County include the Cost Plus Shopping Center; the revitalization of Corte
Madera Town Center (when the entire center court and wings were empty and the developer was foreclosed on) and
my last project was the redevelopment of Strawberry Village.
I must quickly explain the difference between a "destination retailer as compared to an impulse retailer". A good
example of an impulse retailer might be The Gap, most clothing stores, or any retailer selling low price point items as
opposed to big ticket items (furntiure, appliances, etc). A destination retailer is a store that the customer visits
specifically for its product line which often are large dollar expenditures. Examples are Home Depot, Macy's home
furnishings, etc. They often advertise through catalogs and mailers. Restoration Hardware is another good example of a
destination retailer. These type of retailers can locate anyplace with good visibility and access as the customer is going
to that store for a specific item in mind. And may visit it many times before making a purchase.
My point is as follows: There is no reason (other than Restoration being headquartered in Corte Madera) for them to be
located like a department store anchor at the very valuable main entry point into the Town Center. I have researched
the locations of all of their current new store prototypes and found that most of them are "free standing" buildings
either in downtown areas or on a "ring road pad" in the outer part of a shopping center. In our case they are
eliminating a huge portion of close-in and desirable parking spaces and in return are offering to pave, landscape and
stripe the existing gravel lot which is a substantial distance from the main entry point. A great deal for them but not for
the Town Center customer.
I have walked the path near the marsh on the eastern side of Town Center many times and for most of the year the
parking spaces in that area are vacant. That is where this store belongs. Their customer reads their voluminous catalog
and drives directly to the store to see the merchandise in person. As I mention they may make many trips before ever
purchasing an item as most of their merchandise are "big ticket" items.
I can bring in some of the best retail gurus in the business today who would be happy to confirm my findings and opinion
on this matter should the Town desire.
I encourage you to ask me any additional questions and am also happy to meet with you and others should that be
necessary.
Thank your for giving this concern your consideration.
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Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Adam Wolff
Monday, November 07, 2016 5:41 PM
Phil Boyle
FW: Restoration Hardware expansion

From: Ann Gessert [mailto:agessert@live.com]

Sent: Monday, November 07, 2016 3:54 PM
To: Todd Cusimano
Cc: Adam Wolff; Phil Boyle
Subject: Restoration Hardware expansion

Dear Mr. Cusimano,
I am a resident of Inverness, not Corte Madera, but I regularly shop in Corte Madera. I just heard
that Restoration Hardware wants to expand its building to displace 180 parking spaces. This is upsetting,
and apparently not well thought through. I understand that the store management has offered to make
the gravel overflow parking lot at the edge of the mall a permanent parking area. If this is a convenient
location relative to the rest of the mall, why not move their store there?
It's distressing and short sighted to make changes based on one tenant, when so many others will be
affected by this change.
Do we really need another 27 ,000 square feet of this Restoration Hardware
store in Corte Madera? My answer to that is a definite NO.

Thank you for considering my concerns.
Sincerely,
Ann Gessert
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Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Todd Cusimano
Tuesday, November 08, 2016 7:55 AM
Ann Gessert
Adam Wolff; Phil Boyle
RE: Restoration Hardware expansion

Hello Ann,
Thank you so much for taking the time to share your thoughts and concerns about the Restoration Hardware
project. We will add your email to our project file and will share with the Planning Commission and Town Council at the
appropriate time during this process.
Thank you again,
Todd
Todd Cusimano, Town Manager
Town of Corte Madera
300 Tamalpais Drive
Corte Madera, CA 94925
From: Ann Gessert
Sent: Monday, November 7, 2016 4:31 PM
To: Todd Cusimano
Cc: Adam Wolff; Phil Boyle
Subject: Restoration Hardware expansion
Dear Mr. Cusimano,

I am a resident of Inverness, not Corte Madera, but I regularly shop in Corte Madera. I just heard
that Restoration Hardware wants to expand its building to displace 180 parking spaces. This is upsetting,
and apparently not well thought through. I understand that the store management has offered to make
the gravel overflow parking lot at the edge of the mall a permanent parking area. If this is a convenient
location relative to the rest of the mall, why not move their store there?
It's distressing and short sighted to make changes based on one tenant, when so many others will be
affected by this change.
Do we really need another 27 ,000 square feet of this Restoration Hardware
store in Corte Madera? My answer to that is a definite NO.

Thank you for considering my concerns.
Sincerely,
Ann Gessert
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Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bob Harrison <rlhtran@aol.com>
Monday, November 07, 2016 10:10 AM
Phil Boyle
Restoration Hardware project and SMART

Phil -- I note the Restoration Hardware project and its impact on parking at the Village.
As a mitigation, the extension of SMART from Larkspur Landing to the Village would be a
possibility. I would expect it would serve mostly the employees but that could reduce the total parking
demand.
A station at San Clemente Drive could serve both the Village and over the freeway to the Town
Center, another spot where parking is in short supply.
Hopefully you can get some financial help from the project into such a happening. Let me know if you
would like to discuss this in more detail.
Bob

Robert L. Harrison
Transportation Planning
26 Ned's Way
Tiburon, CA 94920
415 435 2871
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Phil Boyle
Shane Mclennan <m_shane_m@hotmail.com>
Saturday, November 26, 2016 3:10 PM
Adam Wolff
Fwd: Restoration Hardware

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: <m shane m@hotmail.com>
Date: November 26, 2016 at 11:06:16 AM PST
To: <building@tcmmail.org>
Subject: Restoration Hardware

I think this plan to build a huge Restoration Hardware a the Village is a REALLY BAD IDEA!
If you take away 180 prime parking spaces, many people will start shopping somewhere else, I
will. The parking at this Mail is very congested already, especially during holiday times. I think
this is a HUGE mistake and not thought out thoroughly.
Sincerely, a concerned Marin shopper
Sent from my iPhone
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Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carol Felton <Carol_felton@comcast.net>
Saturday, November 26, 2016 2:05 PM
Adam Wolff
The village

To Corte Madera Planning Department
Years ago, when The Village in Corte Madera was planned and then built, I vehemently opposed its site in the marsh and
for years boycotted The Village. Now I hear that the gravel parking lot is to be paved over as a result of the planned,
massive Restoration Hardware Store. Aren't we trying to preserve the little marshland we have as a foil against future
sea-level rise. At least the existing gravel lot is water permeable. We should not allow extra run-off of polluted water
from a paved area into the Bay.
Thank you for considering the harmful ramifications of this plan.
Carol Felton
Sent from my iPad
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Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ellen Courtien <ellencourtien@sbcglobal.net>
Saturday, November 26, 2016 12:15 PM
Adam Wolff
Proposed New Construction of Restoration Hardware

Dear Sirs:
I am writing to let you know that I oppose the building of a 53,000 square foot Restoration Hardware store in the
parking lot of the Village at Corte Madera. I do not think that this mall needs a large furniture store, the parking for the
additional employees of a 53,000 square foot building, the additional traffic problems and the elimination of 180 prime
parking spaces up front center in the mall. Further, the potential risk to the baylands risk zone wetlands and natural
habitat of paving over the gravel lot that exists to add 435 parking spaces.
Thank you for your consideration. Ellen Courtien, Mill Valley
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Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

gigiconsulter@gmail.com
Saturday, November 26, 2016 11:58 AM
Adam Wolff
Comments on Restoration Hardware Construction

Dear Sir: I am writing to let you know that I oppose the building of a 53,000 square foot Restoration Hardware store in
the parking lot of the Village at Corte Madera. I do not think that this mall needs a large furniture store, the parking for
the additional employees of a 53,000 square foot building, the additional traffic problems and the elimination of 180
prime parking spaces up front center in the mall. Further, the potential risk to the baylands risk zone wetlands and
natural habitat of paving over the gravel lot that exists.
Thank you for your consideration. Gail Consulter, Mill Valley
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Tom Faust
6 Endeavor Drive
Corte Madera, CA 94925

RECEIVED

SEP 1.6 2016
Corte Madera Planning Commission
and Town Council
Corte Madera, CA

September 14, 2016'
TOWN OF CORTE MADERA

Re: Opposition to Restoration Hardware Expansion at the Village
and request denial of plan amendment and zoning amendment
Dear Planning Commissioners,
Restoration Hardware (RH) proposes to build a 53,000-square-foot luxury
showroom in the Corte Madera Village (CMV). Doing so will displace 181 parking
spaces which they plan to offset by paving 428 spaces in an existing gravel lot.
A general plan amendment and zoning amendment is required to convert that
space into additional parking spaces. Phil Boyle, a senior Corte Madera Town Planner,
has advised that both of these amendments need to be justified in the application before
being deemed complete for review, consideration and action.

•
1)

Listed below are the adverse realities of this proposal
The gravel lot is built on landfill surround the wetlands. A demarcation line was
placed in 2008 by the federal government which would place this marshland in a
protected status from further bay development to preserve wildlife and serve as a
buffer for rising sea levels.
We need to maintain the wetlands as undeveloped in order to preserve the Bay.
An aquatic pond is located next to the proposed parking lot - intensifying the
land's environmental sensitivity.

2)

Local traffic already exceeds capacity at this area. Other drivers take this side
road to avoid the conjested Highway 101. RH's project will increase traffic
congestion beyond what is sustainable for the residents of Corte Madera - at
9 ,500 capacity.

3) The added parking convenience will cause further traffic. The VSC's parking lots
have reached unsustainable levels. RH's attempt to shift parking to the north will
force customers who wish to purchase from the stores located at the middle and
southern area to make longer walking commutes to the Northern Marsh area.
This will increase congestion as the shopping experience will be lengthened and
will require even more parking spaces.
4) WinCup analogy causing decreased satisfaction of living. We have enough
malls/shopping in Corte Madera. Corte Madera is trying to replace all shopping
centers in Marin by being the conspicuous consumption capital of Northern
California.

5) Increasing noise pollution will decrease the standard of living for locals. The
decibel levels from the highway are already at 58 db. Increased traffic will
heighten the decibel levels beyond what is sustainable for the residents.
6) Potential mitigation options if this project is forced on the residents of Corte
Madera by the Town Council:
a.) Supply 300 electric charging stations+ 2 large wind turbines over the
shopping center or 5 MW of rooftop solar in Corte Madera at the CMV site to
displace the increased Greenhouse Gases that will be emitted from increased
traffic levels.
b.) Construct an l S-foot-high wall along the freeway to block unwanted 10 lane
highway noise on the residents. San Rafael recently installed a highway noise
barrier on 101 near downtown - much to the satisfaction of nearby residents.
c.) Include a Public Swimming Pool to relieve the stress added by this project, the
congestion, and the WinCup monstrosity.

Please take into consideration all the negative externalities of this project before
approving any application.
Best regards,

Tom Faust

.,--

�

Henry Faust

�

CC: Barbara Salzman
Dick Spotswood
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Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Adam Wolff
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 11:48 AM
Phil Boyle
FW: Restoration Hardware Scoping

FYI.
-----Original Message----From: Cheryl Longinotti [mailto:cslonginotti@comcast.net]
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2016 11:44 AM
To: Adam Wolff
Subject: Restoration Hardware Scoping
Adam,
I would like to call attention to several factors which should be considered in the EIR for the Restoration Hardware
project.
First of all, the EIR should evaluate the project impact on Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT), not just traffic volumes and level
of service at intersections. VMT provides a better measure of environmental impact and is likely to be formally
incorporated into CEQA guidelines during the life of the project
(https://www.opr.ca.gov/docs/Revised VMT CEQA Guidelines Proposal January 20 2016.pdf).
Secondly, the project is likely to increase turning conflicts at the entrances to the gravel lot.
a) for Redwood Hwy Path users: The entrances cross the Redwood Hwy multi-user path, which is a major north-south
(CalParkTunnel/Larkspur Ferry to Bayside Corte Madera) and east-west (Bayside Corte Madera to Wornum
Undercrossing/Sandra Marker Trail) connecting route used by school children, commuters, and those seeking recreation.
The impact on safety for path users on foot and on cycles should be evaluated.
b) for people crossing Redwood Hwy, particularly at the gravel lot: Using the gravel lot as permanent parking could
create an ongoing problem similar to what currently exists at Tamalpais/Madera/Sanford and Wornum/Tamal Vista
Blvd. That is, DESPITE stop-control, people crossing frequently experience near-misses from right-turning vehicles.
While not strictly a CEQA issue, the Town and project developers need to evaluate traffic impacts and mitigations within
a broader framework. The Village is a destination originally designed to be reached exclusively by automobiles. It is truly
"at" Corte Madera, not a part of the town's fabric. Safe, comfortable access by foot and by cycle at ALL Redwood Hwy
crossings will make for a livelier place and more interesting shopping experience. Where else can one combine a walk
through an ecological reserve and a shopping trip? And every parking space not used by a local resident is available for a
regional shopper!
Sincerely,
Cheryl Longinotti
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Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Rick Fraites <ricfraites@aol.com>
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 10:24 AM
Phil Boyle
EIR Scoping, Village @ Corte Madera Restortion Hardware Expansion Project
Restoration Hardware EIR Scoping - Nov. 2016.pdf; ATTOOOOl.htm
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COMMUNITY MARIN ACTION COMMITTEE
50 Forrest Road, Novato, CA 94947

November 30, 2016
Phil Boyle, Senior Planner
Planning and Building Department
300 Tamalpais Drive
Corte Madera, CA 94925
Email: pboyle@tcmmail.org
Re: EIR Scoping, Village at Corte Madera Restoration Hardware Expansion Project

Mr. Boyle:
Community Marin Action Committee asks that the EIR for this project include the following:
•

Impacts of sea level rise on the project area, including those predicted in scenarios under
review by the County of Marin in its BayWAVE vulnerability assessment in which Corte Madera
is participating, and how these would be addressed.

•

How runoff from vehicles in the proposed new parking area in the gravel lot will be contained.

•

Impacts on birds and wildlife in the marsh, in particular from vehicle and pedestrian activity,
lighting, and noise in the parking lot.

•

A description of traffic generated by the project, and impacts on the surrounding roadways and
on the broader region. There should be an analysis of cumulative traffic impacts that includes
projected traffic from the not-yet-leased Tam Ridge Residences.

•

Discussion of need for, and impacts of, increased public transit to serve this area (note
Nordstrom recent expansion and future Tam Ridge traffic) as an alternative to more car traffic.

Community Marin Action Committee is an advocacy group supporting policies in the document
Community Marin 2013, published by several leading Marin County environmental organizations.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment.
Yours truly,
(.---,

,-

c:Y�<_j�_;j_
Rick Fraites, chair

Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Michael Wylie <mdwylie@ix.netcom.com>
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 9:01 AM
Phil Boyle
NO PAVING at the CORTE MADERA MARSH

Phil,
We were appalled to hear that Restoration Hardware wants to pave 5+ acres used by
wildlife. This is unacceptable.
Please do NOT approve yet another assault on wildlife.
We are also going to write a letter to the RH CEO indicating we will not purchase any
more of their products if this paving moves forward.
Please stop.
Regards,
Michael and Ann Wylie
Novato, CA
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Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Peggy Burnett <peggy_burnett@yahoo.com>
Thursday, November 17, 2016 8:44 PM
Phil Boyle
Scope of Restoration Hardware Expansion EIR

Thanks for asking for public comments.
I think one thing which should be considered is the effect of paving/developing the
gravel parking lot on the Bay itself. We just approved a $12 parcel tax to restore Bay
wetlands. It seems as if developing the parking lot from gravel to landscaped hardscape
is contrary to efforts to restore marshland around the Bay. At the moment the
perimeter drive around the shopping center separates nature from developed
property. From an aesthetic standpoint I think it is nice to keep it relatively
undeveloped.
I think the geological effect of paving the area and causing more rain runoff should also
be considered.
The effect of traffic in the area including along Redwood Highway (especially at the
Wornum Drive intersection and the entrance to the shopping area with the Trader Joe's)
and along Paradise Drive needs to be considered. It's already so dicey turning south
when exiting Trader Joe's that I always drive down to Industrial Way and turn around
there so that I can turn with a signal to go south on Redwood Highway.
It's also very difficult for pedestrians and bicyclists going East on Tamalpais to cross
over 101. Pedestrian access to the bus stop there is also tricky. That should be part of
the traffic study, too.
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Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

nickjavaras <dealdawg@sbcglobal.net>
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 9:21 AM
Phil Boyle
Carla Condon; Michael Lappert; Sloan Bailey; James Andrews; Diane Furst
Restoration Hardware

To: Phil Boyle
From: Nick Javaras: 315 Willow Ave., Corte Madera
Re: Restoration hardware
Phil, I want to give you one big reason why Restoration Hardware should not to located in its current proposed footprint.
But first I need to provide you with my credibility and why you should take my opinion into account. I was President and
co-founder of Terranomics Retail Real Estate Company, originally headquartered in Corte Madera but for 25 years in San
Francisco. Some of our projects in Marin County include the Cost Plus Shopping Center; the revitalization of Corte
Madera Town Center (when the entire center court and wings were empty and the developer was foreclosed on) and
my last project was the redevelopment of Strawberry Village.
I must quickly explain the difference between a "destination retailer as compared to an impulse retailer". A good
example of an impulse retailer might be The Gap, most clothing stores, or any retailer selling low price point items as
opposed to big ticket items (furntiure, appliances, etc). A destination retailer is a store that the customer visits
specifically for its product line which often are large dollar expenditures. Examples are Home Depot, Macy's home
furnishings, etc. They often advertise through catalogs and mailers. Restoration Hardware is another good example of a
destination retailer. These type of retailers can locate anyplace with good visibility and access as the customer is going
to that store for a specific item in mind. And may visit it many times before making a purchase.
My point is as follows: There is no reason (other than Restoration being headquartered in Corte Madera) for them to be
located like a department store anchor at the very valuable main entry point into the Town Center. I have researched
the locations of all of their current new store prototypes and found that most of them are "free standing" buildings
either in downtown areas or on a "ring road pad" in the outer part of a shopping center. In our case they are
eliminating a huge portion of close-in and desirable parking spaces and in return are offering to pave, landscape and
stripe the existing gravel lot which is a substantial distance from the main entry point. A great deal for them but not for
the Town Center customer.
I have walked the path near the marsh on the eastern side of Town Center many times and for most of the year the
parking spaces in that area are vacant. That is where this store belongs. Their customer reads their voluminous catalog
and drives directly to the store to see the merchandise in person. As I mention they may make many trips before ever
purchasing an item as most of their merchandise are "big ticket" items.
I can bring in some of the best retail gurus in the business today who would be happy to confirm my findings and opinion
on this matter should the Town desire.
I encourage you to ask me any additional questions and am also happy to meet with you and others should that be
necessary.
Thank your for giving this concern your consideration.
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Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Adam Wolff
Monday, November 07, 2016 5:41 PM
Phil Boyle
FW: Restoration Hardware expansion

From: Ann Gessert [mailto:agessert@live.com]

Sent: Monday, November 07, 2016 3:54 PM
To: Todd Cusimano
Cc: Adam Wolff; Phil Boyle
Subject: Restoration Hardware expansion

Dear Mr. Cusimano,
I am a resident of Inverness, not Corte Madera, but I regularly shop in Corte Madera. I just heard
that Restoration Hardware wants to expand its building to displace 180 parking spaces. This is upsetting,
and apparently not well thought through. I understand that the store management has offered to make
the gravel overflow parking lot at the edge of the mall a permanent parking area. If this is a convenient
location relative to the rest of the mall, why not move their store there?
It's distressing and short sighted to make changes based on one tenant, when so many others will be
affected by this change.
Do we really need another 27 ,000 square feet of this Restoration Hardware
store in Corte Madera? My answer to that is a definite NO.

Thank you for considering my concerns.
Sincerely,
Ann Gessert
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Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Todd Cusimano
Tuesday, November 08, 2016 7:55 AM
Ann Gessert
Adam Wolff; Phil Boyle
RE: Restoration Hardware expansion

Hello Ann,
Thank you so much for taking the time to share your thoughts and concerns about the Restoration Hardware
project. We will add your email to our project file and will share with the Planning Commission and Town Council at the
appropriate time during this process.
Thank you again,
Todd
Todd Cusimano, Town Manager
Town of Corte Madera
300 Tamalpais Drive
Corte Madera, CA 94925
From: Ann Gessert
Sent: Monday, November 7, 2016 4:31 PM
To: Todd Cusimano
Cc: Adam Wolff; Phil Boyle
Subject: Restoration Hardware expansion
Dear Mr. Cusimano,

I am a resident of Inverness, not Corte Madera, but I regularly shop in Corte Madera. I just heard
that Restoration Hardware wants to expand its building to displace 180 parking spaces. This is upsetting,
and apparently not well thought through. I understand that the store management has offered to make
the gravel overflow parking lot at the edge of the mall a permanent parking area. If this is a convenient
location relative to the rest of the mall, why not move their store there?
It's distressing and short sighted to make changes based on one tenant, when so many others will be
affected by this change.
Do we really need another 27 ,000 square feet of this Restoration Hardware
store in Corte Madera? My answer to that is a definite NO.

Thank you for considering my concerns.
Sincerely,
Ann Gessert
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Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bob Harrison <rlhtran@aol.com>
Monday, November 07, 2016 10:10 AM
Phil Boyle
Restoration Hardware project and SMART

Phil -- I note the Restoration Hardware project and its impact on parking at the Village.
As a mitigation, the extension of SMART from Larkspur Landing to the Village would be a
possibility. I would expect it would serve mostly the employees but that could reduce the total parking
demand.
A station at San Clemente Drive could serve both the Village and over the freeway to the Town
Center, another spot where parking is in short supply.
Hopefully you can get some financial help from the project into such a happening. Let me know if you
would like to discuss this in more detail.
Bob

Robert L. Harrison
Transportation Planning
26 Ned's Way
Tiburon, CA 94920
415 435 2871
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Phil Boyle
Shane Mclennan <m_shane_m@hotmail.com>
Saturday, November 26, 2016 3:10 PM
Adam Wolff
Fwd: Restoration Hardware

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: <m shane m@hotmail.com>
Date: November 26, 2016 at 11:06:16 AM PST
To: <building@tcmmail.org>
Subject: Restoration Hardware

I think this plan to build a huge Restoration Hardware a the Village is a REALLY BAD IDEA!
If you take away 180 prime parking spaces, many people will start shopping somewhere else, I
will. The parking at this Mail is very congested already, especially during holiday times. I think
this is a HUGE mistake and not thought out thoroughly.
Sincerely, a concerned Marin shopper
Sent from my iPhone
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Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carol Felton <Carol_felton@comcast.net>
Saturday, November 26, 2016 2:05 PM
Adam Wolff
The village

To Corte Madera Planning Department
Years ago, when The Village in Corte Madera was planned and then built, I vehemently opposed its site in the marsh and
for years boycotted The Village. Now I hear that the gravel parking lot is to be paved over as a result of the planned,
massive Restoration Hardware Store. Aren't we trying to preserve the little marshland we have as a foil against future
sea-level rise. At least the existing gravel lot is water permeable. We should not allow extra run-off of polluted water
from a paved area into the Bay.
Thank you for considering the harmful ramifications of this plan.
Carol Felton
Sent from my iPad
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Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ellen Courtien <ellencourtien@sbcglobal.net>
Saturday, November 26, 2016 12:15 PM
Adam Wolff
Proposed New Construction of Restoration Hardware

Dear Sirs:
I am writing to let you know that I oppose the building of a 53,000 square foot Restoration Hardware store in the
parking lot of the Village at Corte Madera. I do not think that this mall needs a large furniture store, the parking for the
additional employees of a 53,000 square foot building, the additional traffic problems and the elimination of 180 prime
parking spaces up front center in the mall. Further, the potential risk to the baylands risk zone wetlands and natural
habitat of paving over the gravel lot that exists to add 435 parking spaces.
Thank you for your consideration. Ellen Courtien, Mill Valley
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Phil Boyle
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

gigiconsulter@gmail.com
Saturday, November 26, 2016 11:58 AM
Adam Wolff
Comments on Restoration Hardware Construction

Dear Sir: I am writing to let you know that I oppose the building of a 53,000 square foot Restoration Hardware store in
the parking lot of the Village at Corte Madera. I do not think that this mall needs a large furniture store, the parking for
the additional employees of a 53,000 square foot building, the additional traffic problems and the elimination of 180
prime parking spaces up front center in the mall. Further, the potential risk to the baylands risk zone wetlands and
natural habitat of paving over the gravel lot that exists.
Thank you for your consideration. Gail Consulter, Mill Valley
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Tom Faust
6 Endeavor Drive
Corte Madera, CA 94925

RECEIVED

SEP 1.6 2016
Corte Madera Planning Commission
and Town Council
Corte Madera, CA

September 14, 2016'
TOWN OF CORTE MADERA

Re: Opposition to Restoration Hardware Expansion at the Village
and request denial of plan amendment and zoning amendment
Dear Planning Commissioners,
Restoration Hardware (RH) proposes to build a 53,000-square-foot luxury
showroom in the Corte Madera Village (CMV). Doing so will displace 181 parking
spaces which they plan to offset by paving 428 spaces in an existing gravel lot.
A general plan amendment and zoning amendment is required to convert that
space into additional parking spaces. Phil Boyle, a senior Corte Madera Town Planner,
has advised that both of these amendments need to be justified in the application before
being deemed complete for review, consideration and action.

•
1)

Listed below are the adverse realities of this proposal
The gravel lot is built on landfill surround the wetlands. A demarcation line was
placed in 2008 by the federal government which would place this marshland in a
protected status from further bay development to preserve wildlife and serve as a
buffer for rising sea levels.
We need to maintain the wetlands as undeveloped in order to preserve the Bay.
An aquatic pond is located next to the proposed parking lot - intensifying the
land's environmental sensitivity.

2)

Local traffic already exceeds capacity at this area. Other drivers take this side
road to avoid the conjested Highway 101. RH's project will increase traffic
congestion beyond what is sustainable for the residents of Corte Madera - at
9 ,500 capacity.

3) The added parking convenience will cause further traffic. The VSC's parking lots
have reached unsustainable levels. RH's attempt to shift parking to the north will
force customers who wish to purchase from the stores located at the middle and
southern area to make longer walking commutes to the Northern Marsh area.
This will increase congestion as the shopping experience will be lengthened and
will require even more parking spaces.
4) WinCup analogy causing decreased satisfaction of living. We have enough
malls/shopping in Corte Madera. Corte Madera is trying to replace all shopping
centers in Marin by being the conspicuous consumption capital of Northern
California.

5) Increasing noise pollution will decrease the standard of living for locals. The
decibel levels from the highway are already at 58 db. Increased traffic will
heighten the decibel levels beyond what is sustainable for the residents.
6) Potential mitigation options if this project is forced on the residents of Corte
Madera by the Town Council:
a.) Supply 300 electric charging stations+ 2 large wind turbines over the
shopping center or 5 MW of rooftop solar in Corte Madera at the CMV site to
displace the increased Greenhouse Gases that will be emitted from increased
traffic levels.
b.) Construct an l S-foot-high wall along the freeway to block unwanted 10 lane
highway noise on the residents. San Rafael recently installed a highway noise
barrier on 101 near downtown - much to the satisfaction of nearby residents.
c.) Include a Public Swimming Pool to relieve the stress added by this project, the
congestion, and the WinCup monstrosity.

Please take into consideration all the negative externalities of this project before
approving any application.
Best regards,

Tom Faust

.,--

�

Henry Faust

�

CC: Barbara Salzman
Dick Spotswood
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Kristine Gaspar
Subject:

FW: Restoration Hardwar

CompleteRepository:
Description:
JobNo:
OperatingCentre:
RepoEmail:
RepoType:
SubJob:

011109075
RESTORATION HARDWARE EIR
11090
01
011109075@ghd.com
Proposal
75

Dear Mr. Woff,
I find shocking the proposed change to the Village Shopping Center to allow for a 53000 sq ft Restoration
Hardware, given the impact on available parking and the wetlands. Please include my opposition to the
expansion as being out of kilter with the size of the shopping center, and paving over the gravel lot as
detrimental to the natural setting and ongoing health of the wetlands. Already the traffic and amount of
parking lots at both the Village and Town Center are not sustainable.
Best regards.
Kate McCormick
Mill Valley

_____________________
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